
Communion Serving Hints and Tips 

 

Step 1:  Move to the appropriate pew and seating positions before Communion portion of the service, 

as instructed by the Pastor prior to worship. 

 A chair is placed next to each pew to accommodate 4 people on each side. 

 The LEFT side of the sanctuary is the side with the sound system board in the back.  

 The RIGHT side of the sanctuary is the side with the bell in front. 

 Seating arrangement:   

 LEFT        RIGHT 

4 3 2 1     1 2 3 4 

 Your seating/serving number is important!  It is the key to how you serve communion to 

the congregation. 

Step 2:  At the appropriate time in the service (you will be prompted by the Pastors), servers stand as a 

group and line up in two lines at the communion table 

LEFT        RIGHT 

   1                 1 

   2                 2 

           3                 3   

    4                 4 

   

Step 3:  Servers receive the tray of bread or juice (handed to them by the Pastors), and walk to their 

starting point to wait until all servers have received their trays and have reached their starting point to 

serve.  Serving of communion begins as a group together.  See attached diagram for each server 

number starting point. 

 Wait until the Pastors are back into their seats to serve 

 #4 RIGHT serves the Pastors once they have all reached their seated positions in the 

front pew on the right side of the sanctuary 

 Servers begin with the larger grouping of pews working as a team of 4 on each side 

(LEFT and RIGHT).  

 Servers move to the smaller grouping of pews (where the choir sits with parishioners), 

to serve after large pew group is completed. 



 

Step 4:  Servers pass trays to each row  

 Remember that you serve the element to the last person in the row after you receive 

the tray from that person  

 If there are only a few people in the row on the ends of the pew, serve to the people of 

each end and move to the next row.  Do not expect the parishioner to slide down the 

pew to pass to people on the other end. 

 #2 RIGHT position serves the organist, place elements on the doily located on the 

organ for the organist. 

 #2 LEFT position serves the sound person, place elements on the doily located on the 

sound board for the sound person if they are unable to take the element at the time 

you are serving, otherwise sound person will take the element themselves. 

 

Step 5:  Line up in front of LEFT and RIGHT sanctuary doors, in the aisle,  as you finish serving in REVERSE 

ORDER (if you were the last one to get a tray, you are the first one to return the tray)  

LEFT        RIGHT 

   4                 4 

   3                 3 

           2                 2   

1 1 

 

Step 6 : When all servers are in line and Pastors have returned to the communion table, walk to the 

communion table, create a line on the LEFT and RIGHT side to return your tray to the table.  Hand your 

tray to the Pastor and they will return it to the stack on the table.   Return to your serving seat, but 

continue to stand. 

 

Step 7:  When all servers have returned to their serving seat, sit as a group.  Pastors will then serve you 

your communion element.  Pastors will return to the communion table and continue with the literagy. 

 

Step 8:  Repeat for the second element, servers traditionally remain in their serving seat for the 

remainder of the service. 

 

 

 


